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Electronic structure calculations have undergone incredible advance-
ment in the past century. Using modern methods and supercomputing infras-
tructure we are now able to compute precise electron behavior in a variety of
large and complex systems. However, these computations are only as good as
their applications. To further these computations we consider two applications
of efficient force calculations using first principles density functional theory.
We compute the vibrational and Raman spectra for B-doped, P-doped,
and B-P codoped Si nanocrystals using real-space pseudopotentials constructed
within density functional theory. An experimental peak in the Raman spectra
near 650 cm−1 observed in codoped nanocrystals can be best explained by the
presence of B-P bonds, which are located near the surface of the nanocrys-
tal. We propose that the spectral details of this peak are related to quantum
confinement and the breaking of local symmetry associated with the phonon
modes involving dopant bonds.
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We also illustrate an improved method for calculation of nonlocal con-
tributions to interatomic forces is used to perform molecular dynamics sim-
ulations. This method results from the real space density functional theory
Hamiltonian utilizing a high order Gaussian integration scheme in real space.
The efficacy of this method is demonstrated through molecular dynamics sim-
ulations of an O2 molecule and a benzene molecule. Our method improves con-
vergence of dynamic variables including stability and vibrational frequency.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
1.1.1 Kohn-Sham Equation
Electronic structure problems are quantum problems where one solves
for the wave functions and energy levels of electrons in an external potential.
As is typical for particles on a quantum mechanical scale, the wave functions
and energies are determined by the Schro¨dinger equation (1.1).
Hˆψ = Eψ (1.1)
For electrons in molecular matter it is often safe to treat contributions from
atomic nuclei as a fixed external potential, allowing the Hamiltonian operator
(Hˆ) to be treated in three terms (1.2).
Hˆ = Tˆ + VˆIon + VˆHartree (1.2)
Here Tˆ is the kinetic energy operator for the electrons, VˆIon is the external
potential applied to the electrons from the atomic ions cores, and VˆHartree is
the Coulombic interaction between electrons. In a system with n electrons
at positions ri and N atomic nuclei at positions RI and respective nuclear
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charges ZI we can write down each of these terms (1.3, 1.4, 1.5):
Tˆ = − ~
2
2me
n∑
i=1
∇2i (1.3)
VˆIon = −
n∑
i=1
N∑
I=1
ZIe
2
|ri −RI | (1.4)
VˆHartree = −
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=i+1
e2
|ri − rj| (1.5)
While this problem can be solved for small numbers of electrons, it quickly be-
comes intractable as the dimensionality of the problem scales with the number
of electrons. Even small molecules and simple materials require approxima-
tions to become solvable. Because the electronic structure of large and complex
molecular structures is of great interest to physical chemists and condensed
matter physicists alike, the solutions of these equations are important. In find-
ing these solutions, the issue is thus not whether to approximate, but instead
which approximations works best to produce useful results.
Hohenberg, Kohn, and Sham demonstrated a key fact that enables one
such approximation. [1, 2] While the multi-electron eigenfunction (ψ) has a
dimensionality that scales linearly with the number of electrons involved, any
observable of this wavefunction must also be contained in a charge density (ρ)
with a dimensionality that is fixed and independent of the number of electrons.
They also showed that the total energy of the system can be written as a
functional of this density (E[ρ]) and that the charge density that minimizes this
2
energy functional must be the ground state charge density of the corresponding
Schro¨dinger equation.
To apply this density functional theory (DFT) practically, the most
common approach is to treat the system as a set of non-interacting wave func-
tions (φ) that each approximate the wave function of an individual electron.
The charge density can be related to these wave functions as follows (1.6).
ρ(r) =
n∑
i=1
|φi(r)|2 (1.6)
Kinetic energy (T in 1.7) and external potential terms (EIon in 1.8) are easily
written in this formulation.
T = − ~
2
2me
n∑
i=1
〈φi|∇2|φi〉 (1.7)
EIon[ρ] =
∫
VIon(r)ρ(r)dr (1.8)
However, the electron-electron interactions are harder to replicate owing to
the existence of many-body quantum mechanical interactions. The Coulomb
interaction can still be recreated fully in the single particle model using the
simple electrostatic form (1.9).
EHartree[ρ] =
1
2
∫
ρ(r1)ρ(r2)
|r1 − r2| dr1dr2 (1.9)
The many electron exchange and correlation interactions require the introduc-
tion of an abstract EXC [ρ] to capture the appropriate behavior. The varia-
tional principle then allows us to use functional derivatives to give appropriate
3
single particle energies (1.10).
Vα(r) =
δEα[ρ]
δρ
(1.10)
This gives us all the terms to write the Kohn-Sham equation (1.11).(−~2∇2
2me
+ VIon(r) + VHartree(r) + VXC(r)
)
φi(r) = Eiφi(r) (1.11)
This still leaves us with a bootstrapping problem. Because writing
equation 1.11 requires some input value for ρ and then produces a new ρ via
equation 1.6, there is a circular dependence. In practice, this is solved using a
self-consistent field (SCF) approach. Some initial value of ρ is guessed, a new
one is computed, then the new value is fed back into the equation repeatedly
until our metric of interest, such as ρ has converged to within an acceptable
tolerance.
A central problem in this description is the difficulty of producing the
exchange-correlation functional EXC [ρ]. As no method exists for deriving a
completely general form for this functional, such functionals are usually pro-
duced by generalizing and extrapolating from known limiting cases. For in-
stance, in the case of a homogeneous electron guess we know exchange and
correlation effects are purely local. This leads to the simple and surprisingly
effective class of exchange-correlation functionals that obey the local density
approximation (LDA) in which the functional is, as the name suggests, based
entirely on local values of the electron density. Because the exchange energy
of the homogeneous electron gas can be found analytically it is precisely this
4
functional that is often used in the LDA. Unfortunately, there is no simi-
larly general analytic form for the correlation energy so numerical approaches,
such as the frequently employed quantum Monte Carlo results from Ceperley
and Alder [3], are required. This version of LDA has proved highly resilient
and generalizes well even to systems that appear to be nothing like the ho-
mogeneous electron gas from which it is derived. In producing the results
shown later in this work, this form of the LDA has proven sufficient. Occa-
sional test comparisons between exchange-correlation functionals have shown
no significant difference between the results produced by commonly employed
functionals for the studied systems.
1.1.2 Pseudopotentials
While the Kohn-Sham equation makes the electronic structure prob-
lem computationally tractable, further approximations can greatly increase
its efficiency while preserving its accuracy. One of the most valuable such
approximations stems from the observation that core electrons present great
computational difficulty while contributing little to the physically and chemi-
cally important details of electronic structure.
The computational difficulty of these electrons ultimately stems from
the singularity of the Coulomb potential at the center of an atomic nuclei.
Treating this singularity computationally requires dealing with the problem
both at impractically small length scales and across multiple magnitudes of
energy. Electrons at this drastically different energy scale present numeri-
5
cal difficulties in solving the problem while contributing little to the relevant
physics or chemistry of the system.
To solve all of these problems while also taking advantage of the chem-
ical inertness of the core electrons, we treat them as a fixed external factor
along with their associated nuclear cores as a ”pseudopotential.” This ap-
proach provides the added benefit of reducing computational load by reducing
the number of electrons included in the Kohn-Sham eqaution. Because the
Kohn-Sham equation is an eigenvalue problem with a number of eigenvalues
proportional to the number of electrons present, we expect the O(n3) scal-
ing common for numerical eigensolvers. This means that, especially for large
atoms (sodium or heavier) consisting of majority core electrons, this approach
can cut computational time dramatically.
The goal of these pseudotentials is to construct them such that no
changes to the wave function exist outside of the atomic core. This core
region is defined by a cutoff radius rc. A pseudo-wave function can then be
constructed to be smooth and well-behaved within this region while matching
the all-electron valence wavefunction outside rc. Pseudopotentials constructed
from these pseudo-wave functions by are obtained by inverting the Kohn-Sham
equation.
Proper behavior under numerical operations is usually ensured by fixing
curvature of the pseudo-wave function as zero at the origin. An additional
constraint is provided in ensuring that normality is not violated, in other words
the integral across all space of the pseudo-wave function squared must integrate
6
Figure 1.1: An example psuedo-wave function for sodium (left) and the as-
sociated pseudopotential (right). The dotted lines represent the all electron
wave function and potential, which can be observed overlapping the pseudo
functions above the rc. [4]
to unity. Continuity of the wave function and some number of derivatives at
rc provide additional constraints.
In the following work we use the formulation given by Troullier and
Martins to construct our pseudopotentials. [5] Inside rc this pseudo-wafe fun-
cion φ is of the form given in equations 1.12 and 1.13.
φp(r) = r
lep(r) (1.12)
p(r) =
6∑
i=1
c2ir
2i (1.13)
Coefficients in equation 1.13 are found by solving the previously described
constraints and l indexes the angular momentum number of the associated all
electron orbital.
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1.1.3 Real Space Calculations
The approach to DFT described thus far has been predicated on the
assumption that the problem would eventually be solved numerically via com-
putational tools. In any such scheme the wave function and electron density
must be represented in a finite form that can be stored within a computer.
One common approach is to represent these functions in a plane-wave
basis where each function is treated as a linear combination of plane waves.
The basis size is limited in this method by only considering wave vectors of
magnitude below some cutoff value.
The plane wave approach has distinct advantages, such as the ability
to write the kinetic energy as a purely diagonal term. It is also a natural basis
for periodic systems.
Plane waves also have distinct disadvantages. One is their inherently
global nature. This can be observed in the need to use numerical Fourier
transforms to translate between plane wave and spatial coordinates. Such
transforms result in high communications costs when attempting parallelized
computations. [4] Additionally, the inherent periodicity of this basis means
that when solving for the properties of isolated and confined systems a large
amount of vacuum space is necessary to minimize the effects of the built in
periodic images of the electron density.
In this work, we represent wave functions on a real space grid. While
skewed or adaptive grids could be used for this purpose, a non-adaptive cubic
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grid is much easier to implement. In this representation the Hamiltonian is
constructed as a matrix where the Hartree and exchange-correlation energies
are purely diagonal. Kinetic energy is included by applying a small nearly
diagonal finite differencing stencil such as the one prescribed by Fornberg. [6]
The ionic pseudopotential contributions are the least diagonal terms as
their construction via inversion of the Kohn-Sham equation results in more
complex matrix forms. However these terms can still be efficiently represented
using the form introduced by Kleinman and Bylander. [7]
VIon =
∑
a
VLocal,a +
∑
a,l,m
ca,l,mUa,l,mU
T
a,l,m (1.14)
In this form of pseudopotential V , a sums over atomic nuclei while l and m
are the usual quantum numbers associated with atomic orbitals and U is a
sparse matrix constructed analogously to previously described pseudopoten-
tial operators. Because the non-locality in these pseudopotentials is limited
to regions of atomic cores the Hamiltonian remains overall very sparse and
strongly diagonal, and thus can be stored through implicit means. [8]
1.1.4 Chebyshev Filtering
As the Kohn-Sham equation is an eigenvalue equation, being able to
efficiently diagonalize matrices is important to solving the electronic structure
problem in the way that has been outlined. Such algorithms typically scale as
O(n3) where n is the size of the matrix, though a variety of methods improve
on this in specific cases.
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For real space representations of the Kohn-Sham equation, the prob-
lem centers over a specific range of energy eigenvalues of the sparse matrix.
To specify this range Zhou et al. proposed the method of Chebyshev-Filtered
Subspace Iteration (CheFSI). [9] In this method direct diagonalization is only
performed in the first step of the SCF loop. Each subsequent step employs a
Chebyshev filtering step in which a polynomial of the matrix is used to target
a specific energy range of eigenvalues. The new eigenfunctions are then com-
puted through ortho-normalization. In this way the matrix and basis evolve
with the SCF process rather than having to start over entirely for each iter-
ation, all while targeting the desired eigenvalues for accelerated performance.
This approach has been shown to be competitive with other highly efficient
eigensolvers designed for sparse matrices. [10]
1.2 Applications of Force Calculations using Density
Functional Theory
Simulation and computation are only as good as the data you can ex-
tract from them. In this thesis, we focus specifically on applications involving
the extraction of forces on atomic cores. These calculations all stem from the
classical definition of force as a derivative of energy. 1.15
FI = −∇IE (1.15)
While forces could be calculated this way from finite differencing, atomic
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positions are an input variable to DFT and thus computing forces this way
would require multiple full SCF loops for each atom in the system. Such an
approach would be very computationally expensive.
Instead, forces can be extracted from a single SCF loop using the
Hellmann-Feynman theorem. [11] In this approach we take advantage of this
theorem to write the force in terms of a derivative of the Hamiltonian and
compute it directly from the Kohn-Sham energy.
We use this force calculation to two very different ends. In the first we
use this approach to simulate the results of Raman spectroscopy. In Raman
spectroscopy vibrational modes of a molecule are excited through electromag-
netic radiation and differences between input and output photon energies are
used to extract phonon energies of the molecule. In order to predict these ex-
act phonon energies the eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix must be computed,
which means finding the Hessian matrix from quantum forces.
Unfortunately the Hessian matrix is slightly more complex than just
the forces of the system. Instead, it is the second derivative of the energy
with respect to atomic position and the Hellmann-Feynman equation only
works up to first derivatives. So, in order to compute this matrix we apply
the earlier mentioned finite differencing approach to generate the derivatives
of the forces. Generating the Hessian matrix in this way provides vibrational
details of molecular structures which is required in the Raman spectroscopy
analysis in chapter two.
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The second application of these forces requires both efficient perfor-
mance and an consistent accuracy from them. Molecular Dynamics (MD)
relies heavily on force calculations in order to apply Newton’s second law
while integrating systems in time. In chapter three we consider applications of
DFT force calculations to MD by applying a recently developed higher-order
method to generate accurate and efficient forces.
12
Chapter 2
BP Codopant Effects on Raman Spectra in Si
Nanocrystals
2.1 Introduction
Silicon nanocrystals (Si-NCs) are important in the design of devices
with room-temperature luminescence, optoelectronic properties, and biomed-
ical applications. [12–18] Additionally, Si-NCs serve as a paradigm for under-
standing quantum confinement in semiconductors. [19–21] The properties of
Si-NCs are sensitive to nanocrystal size owing to the role of quantum con-
finement. These properties can be measured using a combination of Raman
spectroscopy, x-ray diffraction, and transmission electron microscopy. [22–26]
Light emission from electrically stimulated Si-NCs in particular has garnered
attention. [27,28] Raman in particular is used as a tool to distinguish nanocrys-
tal size, with the main peak redshifting and broadening as size increases. Both
phenomenological models and pseudopotential based DFT calculations have
offered explanations for this mechanism. [21,29–32]
Our analysis of this system focuses on the introduction of dopants and
codopants. Dopants play a vital role in tuning existing properties of semicon-
ductors, such as the band gap and carrier density. [33–35] Boron and phos-
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phorous have been used extensively as p- and n- type dopants respectively for
both bulk Si and Si-NCs. The introduction of these dopants controls exper-
imentally measurable values. For instance, P doped Si-NC has been shown
both experimentally and in DFT calculations to produce a noticeable redshift
in the main Raman peak. [36]
Creating B and P doped Si-NCs of smaller and smaller size pushes the
limits of solid solubility. [20,37] However, systems with both of these dopants
in combination reflect a reduced formation energy and allow for significantly
higher dopant rates. [38,39] These colloidal particles have been realized experi-
mentally and are of interest for the tunability of their luminescence energy and
increased dispersibility in polar liquids. Raman spectroscopy is used as one of
the primary methods of analysis for these systems, with peaks demonstrating
known relationships between dopant type and concentration. [40–42]
Doping nanocrystalline Si introduces structural degrees of freedom,
which complicates any discussion. Whereas the surface to volume ratio is
vanishingly small in bulk, the ratio is substantial in Si-NCs and requires one
to consider the difference between surface and interior dopants for nanocrys-
tals. [43] This variation of dopant location significantly affects the electrical and
optical properties of nanocrystals. [44–46] The characterization of dopant lo-
cation is a key step in understanding the properties of these structures through
direct modeling of the Raman spectroscopy.
Computational models of NC allow for precision and detail when mod-
eling Raman spectroscopy in this manner. The inherently small scale of NCs
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allow for full DFT simulations of the entire system and the direct compari-
son of the calculated Raman spectra to experiment. This computational work
serves not only to verify experimentally observed and expected trends, but to
explore new methods of structural determination and the associated physical
properties. For instance, previous studies were able to determine the effect
of changing size and dopant location for P in Si-NCs. They also determined
that these changes were caused not by changes to the phonon structure but
by dopants altering the polarizability of the NC. [36]
2.2 Methodology
Our computational work is based on pseudopotentials constructed within
density functional theory. We incoproprate norm-conserving Troullier-Martins
pseudopotentials as implemented in our earlier work. [5,36,47] Our calculations
were performed using the PARSEC software package, which solves the Kohn-
Sham problem in real space. [4,8,48,49] Exchange correlation corrections were
made using the local density approximation. [5] The PARSEC code was de-
signed for nanocrystalline systems. The Kohn-Sham equation is discretized on
a cubic lattice seperated by 0.3 Bohr. This discretization enables substantially
reduced global communications and improved parallelism for large atomic sys-
tems owing to localized interactions in contrast to methods using a plane wave
basis. Real space approaches also allow for non-periodic boundary conditions,
reducing the necessary vacuum space radius for convergence. [4, 8, 48, 49] For
our calculations, we use a 5 Bohr minimum vacuum radius around each clus-
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ter. Convergence in PARSEC is accelerated through the use of a subspace
filter. This filtering method uses Chebyshev polynomials to filter the matrix
subspace to speed convergence after computing an approximate eigenvalue so-
lution for the first self-consistency step, finalizing convergence after energy is
self-consistent within 10−5 Ry. [9, 10]
We calculate the vibrational eigenmodes and eigenfrequencies by com-
puting the force constants to generate a dynamical matrix. Equilibrium po-
sitions are establihed by minimizing energy with respect to atom coordinates
until residual forces are reduced to under 10−4 Ry/a.u. (1 a.u.=0.5292A˚).
Force constants are then computed by displacing each atom position from
equilibrium in 0.005 a.u. steps along each cartesian direction, computing force
values, then calculating a simple centered difference. The matrix generated
from these values is then directly diagonalized to generate eigenvalue frequen-
cies and eigenvectors for the associated phonon modes. [50]
The nonresonant Raman spectra can then be calculated from the vi-
brational modes using Plazcek’s polarizability approximation. Under this ap-
proximation, the nth vibrational eigenmode, νn, contributes to the Raman
tensor in proportion to the change in dielectric susceptability, χ,
αnij =
∑
Ik
∂χij
∂rIk
νnIk√
MI
. (2.1)
Here, I labels the atoms, k specifies the Cartesian components, r represents
position andM represent that atomic mass. The partial derivative is computed
via finite differencing as a second derivative of force with respect to electric
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field. [51,52] The Raman cross section averaged over nanocrystal orientations
is computed as the following function of frequency,
dσ(ω)
dΩ
∑
n
(45α′2n + 7β
′2
n)δ(ω − ωn), (2.2)
where α′n = 13(α
n
xx+α
n
yy +α
n
zz) is the mean of the polarizability derivative and
β′n =
√
1
2
[(αnxx − αnyy)2 + (αnyy − αnzz)2 + (αnzz − αnxx)2 + 6(αnxy2 + αnyz2 + αnzx2)]
is the anisotropy contribution of the polarizability derivative. [53,54]
2.3 Results
We considered seven Si nanocrystal structures with 87 core atoms and
different quantities and mixtures of B and P dopants. An additional pair
of 147 core atom clusters were also constructed after identifying targets for
detailed study. Each cluster is constructed by building a segment of Si crystal
up to a fixed maximum radius then capping any unbonded Si with H atoms.
Appropriate core Si atoms are replaced with dopants when necessary then
each structure is individually relaxed until residual forces are within acceptable
tolerances (10−4 Ry/a.u.). These two sizes have proven themselves before as
large enough to approximate nanostructure properties while remaining small
enough to be efficiently calculated. [21, 36]
In Fig. 2.1 we present the calculated vibrational density of states (VDOS)
for each nanocrystal, excluding contributions from the passivating H atoms,
which correspond to higher vibrational modes. Our results show very little
variation between the different systems. For the entire region from around 100
17
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Figure 2.1: Vibrational density of states of various 87 core atom Si-NCs. The
dense phonon structure changes little with the variations in dopant location,
indicating that the selection effect of the polarizability matrix is key for deter-
mining any changes in the Raman spectra between structures. The plot also
demonstrates the relative sparseness of phonons above 500 cm−1, the region
in which individual phonons are more likely to have outsize influence on the
final Raman spectra.
to 500 cm−1 the DOS is dense and largely homogonous for the various systems,
meaning differences in Raman spectra within these ranges are likely to come
from changes in the Raman cross section. For phonons in sparser region the
picture becomes more complicated due to the outsize influence a single phonon
in these regions can have.
For the Raman spectra we separate the seven structures into two cases
for clarity, those with and without B-P bonds. We do this with the expectation
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that the peak located in experimental measurements around 625 cm−1 will be
associated with the B-P bonding. [42]
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Figure 2.2: Simulated raman spectra for 87 core atom Si-NCs without codop-
ing. Experimental results for BP codoped nanocrystals are shown as a basis for
comparison. [42] Note that the simulated spectra show nothing of the exper-
imental peak around 650 cm−1. This demonstrates that single dopant effects
are unlikely to produce this feature. However, the B doping does reproduce
some of the peak broadening effect around 450 cm−1.
The structures without the B-P bond, as expected, lack this character-
istic (Fig. 2.2). This feature does appear in the Raman spectra for structures
with B-P bonding, both in the previously shown structures as well as addi-
tional studies in larger nanocrystals consisting of 147 core Si atoms (Fig. 2.3).
This result supports an interpretation that the experimentally detected fea-
ture arises from BP codoping of the Si nanocrystal, as is also supported by
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Figure 2.3: Simulated raman spectra for 87 and 147 core atom Si-NCs with
codoping. Experimental results for BP codoped nanocrystals are shown as a
basis for comparison. [42] Note that the simulated spectra for these systems
all show features aorund the 650 cm−1 peak. This demonstrates that this
experimentally observed feature is linked to the codopants as expected. In
particular, the 147 core atom Si-NCs matches up well with the peak locations,
with the surface and centered structures combining to match the broad peak.
The pronounced size of the 147 core atom centered structure is due to a twofold
degeneracy in the phonons associated with this peak.
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopic studies. [42]
Additionally, the four B-P codopant systems allow us to correlate the
position of the codopant peak to the dopant location and nanocrystal. In
Table 2.1, these four data points indicate two trends. As nanocrystal size
increases the peak location blueshifts. Additionally, as the dopants are moved
closer to the surface the peak location also blueshifts.
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Number of Core Atoms Centered Dopants Surface Dopants
87 587 625
147 628 642
Table 2.1: Values provided in cm−1. Two clear trends are apparent: peak
location increases in wavelengths as the dopants move toward the surface and
when the nanocrystal increases in size.
A key advantage of our simulations, compared to experiment, is the
ability to directly examine the vibrational modes associated with this sec-
ondary B-P peak. The composition of these modes confirms that these modes
are primarily tied to vibration of the B and P dopant atoms, with some addi-
tional minor vibration of Si and H atoms that neighbor the codopants. Of the
two dopants, the B moves atom’s displacement vector is significantly larger
due to lighter mass and weaker bonds compared to the P.
Examination of these simulations also demonstrates that any changes
in the codopant peak must come from changes in the phonon structure and
not from changes in the Raman cross section. Whereas studies on purely P-
doped Si-NC showed significant changes in the way the Raman cross section
interacted with phonons, for these systems the sparseness of phonon modes was
a much more significant factor than the Raman cross section. [36] Instead of a
large number of modes being selected by the cross section, instead only a few
particular modes associated with the codopant bonds exist. All of these modes
were Raman sensitive, meaning the exact behavior of these small number of
phonons is highly significant in the final Raman spectra.
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Figure 2.4: Raman activated phonon modes associated with the codopant
peak for a 147 core atom Si-NC with centered codopants. The arrows demon-
strate the direction of motion of two degenerate modes with the arrow length
being proportional to the size of the atom movement. Movement of all atoms
besides the B is negligible for these modes. The symmetry of these phonons
can easily be observed here, with the motion of the B atom in both cases
existing in the plane perpendicular to the BP bond.
By comparing the modes where codopants are centered within the NC
versus the case where they are near the surface, we notice a notable change
in the vibrational modes. Whereas the centered modes consist entirely of
vibrations where the B and P move perpendicular or parallel to the BP bond
direction (Fig. 2.4), the surface doped structures contain more skewed angles
between the modes and the bonds (Fig. 2.5). This is to be expected because
the force constants of the dopants are affected by the local structure of the NC
and locations closer to the center of a nanocrystal are significantly higher in
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Figure 2.5: Raman activated phonon modes associated with the codopant peak
for a 147 core atom Si-NC with surface codopants. The arrows demonstrate
the direction of motion of the mode with the arrow length being proportional
to the size of the atom movement. Movement of all atoms besides the B is
negligible for this phonon. The direction of movement is heavily skewed at
an irregular angle compared to the bonding structure due to the lack of local
symmetry near the surface.
symmetry than those closer to the surface. The blueshift of the peak associated
with these atoms is best explained an increased effective spring constant related
to the symmetry breaking of the phonon mode. In both figures, a small shift
(20 cm−1) was made to align the main spectral feature of the computations
with experiment.
The blueshift associated with increasing NC size can be attributed to a
reduction of contributions from the “under-coordination” bonding associated
with the surface. This is has also been observed in intrinsic Si NC. Since
the NC surface is capped with a reduced number of Si-Si bonds, the overall
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surface structure is softer when compared to a fully saturated bulk crystal.
This surface effect is reduced as the NC increases in size resulting in the
Raman peak blueshift. [21]
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Figure 2.6: Effective spring constants for each Si in the codoped 87 atom
nanocrystal. Spring constants are plotted as a function of radial distanceof the
Si atom. Each spring constant value is calculated by averaging the diagonal
elements of the Hessian matrix for each atom.
We can directly examine how bond stiffness is associated with atomic
location in the nanocrystal. From our previous work, the Si-Si bond lengths
are known to be different in the interior of a NC compared to the surface. For
example, Si-Si bond lengths decrease near the surface of Si NCs. [21] However,
bond length alone does not provide enough information to quantify how vibra-
tional properties are affected. We can quantify an approximate “local spring
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Figure 2.7: Effective spring constants for each Si in the codoped 147 atom
nanocrystal. Spring constants are plotted as a function of radial distance of the
Si atom. Each spring constant value is calculated by averaging the diagonal
elements of the Hessian matrix for each atom.
constant” for each atom from the Hessian matrix. This value is simply the
second derivative of energy with respect to change in position of a single atom,
averaged over each direction. When plotted for Si atoms as a function of radial
position of each atom it provides a clear trend (Figs. 2.6, 2.7). The local spring
constant increases for bonds closer to the surface. Similar trends are observed
for the B dopants. The effective spring constant for the P dopants shows little
difference between cases, but remains significantly larger and stiffer than those
associated with the other atoms. The increased flexibility of the Si-Si bonds
near the surface allows the B-P bond in the codoped structure to strengthen
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compared to the B-P bond in the interior. Consistent with our earlier work,
the strengthened bonding increases the energy of the vibrational modes asso-
ciated with the movement of B in the codopant, resulting in a corresponding
blueshift of Raman spectral features associated with these modes.
2.4 Summary
We examined the vibration properties and Raman spectra of P-doped,
B-doped, and BP-codoped Si nanocrystals and compared these spectra to ex-
perimentally measured spectra. The distinguishing feature in the experimental
measurement is that in addition to the Si peak around 525 cm−1 there is a
smaller secondary peak around 650 cm−1. We simulate spectra for a variety
of B and P doped Si-NC structures and find that the simulated spectra with
B-P bonded BP codopants replicate this 650 cm−1 peak.
In contrast to previous work on purely P-doped Si-NC, we find that the
location of this codopant peak is highly dependant on the phonons involved
and has little dependence on the Raman cross-section. This effect is due to the
sparse occupancy of phonons in this region meaning the experimental peaks are
dominated by the exact character of the few phonons that exist in this range.
Such a direct relationship between phonon behavior and Raman spectroscopy
results invites new experiments and measurements in order to use Raman
spectroscopy to directly probe phonon character in this and similar materials.
We find that this 650 cm−1 secondary peak location changes with re-
spect to NC size and codopant location. The peak blueshifts with increasing
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NC size. It also blueshifts as the dopants move closer to the surface. These
blueshifts both correlate to changes in the phonons associated with the Ra-
man peaks. These phonons represent modes associated with the vibration of
the B atom within the BP codoped bond, each affected by the differing detail
of the structure in which it is embedded. The overall shift in these phonon
energies is best described by two different effects. Increasing NC size results
in increased overall coordination, resulting in increased stiffness of the NC and
the blueshift with larger sizes. Readjustment and strengthening of codopant
bonds near the surface results in copants closer to the surface having stronger
bonds and a similar blueshift in the vibrational modes. These two effects pro-
vide a mechanism for future use in experimental results that could allow for
enhanced distinction of structure using Raman spectroscopy.
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Chapter 3
Molecular Dynamics using Higher Order
Forces
This chapter contains work in preparation for submission with authors
Joshua Neitzel, Charles Lena, Grady Schofeld, and James R. Chelikowsky. J.
Neitzel performed molecular dynamics calculations and manuscript writing.
C. Lena performed molecular dynamics calculations code development, and
assisted in manuscript writing. G. Schofeld set up initial software framework
and consulting role. J.R. Chelikowsky supervised the project.
3.1 Introduction
One popular application for computational simulation of atomic scale
materials is molecular dynamics. In molecular dynamics, the properties of a
material are found by numerically integrating a the equations of motion for the
constituent particles. Such simulations have proven useful for understanding
the statistical and out of equilibrium behavior of systems such as DNA, [55]
quantum dots, [56] and cyclic hydrocarbons. [57] While such simulations are
often performed using coarse models for atomic behavior these models are a
result of limited computational ability and not an ideal circumstance. Bringing
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DFT to bear more fully on these systems would provide greater insight and
more accurate representation to MD simulation as opposed to purely classical
forces.
The largest barrier to incorporating DFT into MD is computational
expense. MD calculations often require long running times to gather significant
data about a system and runs for thousands of timesteps are common. As
such, using detailed ab initio techniques such as DFT that themselves require
significant computational complexity at each step can require great computing
resources.
Advances such as Chebyshev filtering can ease some of this computa-
tional expense. [10, 58] However, the use of DFT for these applications is still
limited by the need for precise and consistent force calculations. Small discrep-
ancies cannot be tolerated in MD simulation due to the fact that small errors
compound quickly through repeated integration steps. Ensuring enough accu-
racy for this purpose requires high levels of convergence, which means higher
energy cutoffs for plane waves or finer grid spacings for real space methods,
which increases computational expense for either method.
Recent improvements in accuracy of force calculation while avoiding a
finer grid spacing has been done using high order integration techniques. [59]
These techniques have been to compute more accurate and consistent forces
at lower grid spacing as compared to previous real space techniques. Imple-
menting, proving, and applying this method for MD using DFT would make
ab initio detail available in MD simulation for practical applications. This
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application promises a new level of precision and incorporation of quantum
mechanical behavior in MD calculations.
3.2 Computational Details
Our calculatons were performed using a branch of the real-space pseu-
dopotential package, parsec [4, 48], which solves the Kohn-Sham equation
self-consistently on a uniform grid. This code uses a higher order finite dif-
ference expression for the kinetic energy operator [9]. Pseudopotentials were
constructed using the Troullier-Martins prescription [5]. Convergence of the
self-consistency cycle is accelerated by using damped Chebyshev polynomial
filtering subspace iteration. [9, 60]. The discretization scheme is a uniform
cubic grid in real space, with variable grid spacing, h, always listed in a.u.
of values between 0.2 and 0.4. Confined boundary conditions were used, and
wave functions were constrained to zero outside a cubic domain with a vacuum
space of 5 a.u. from the outermost atoms.
3.3 Results
For all tested molecules and parameters the high order integration
scheme (HO) conserved energy better than the traditional low order method
(LO). Energy conservation was tested by examining total energy evolution for
the O2 and C6H6 molecules across different values of the grid spacing param-
eter (h). In each case we excite vibrational modes of the molecule, impart no
initial kinetic energy, then integrate forward in time with timesteps of 1.0 fs.
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The simplest such test was for an O2 molecule with an excited vibra-
tional mode along the direction of the bond. A few example trajectories of such
excitations are plotted in Fig. 3.1 and show both the desired energy evolution,
the periodic bounded evolution observed for h = 0.3, and an undesirable and
unreliable evolution, the irregular unbounded case for LO with h = 0.4. These
evolutions are also the first piece of evidence for the relative strength of the
HO scheme, as the irregular evolution only occured in any of our test cases for
the LO algorithm.
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Figure 3.1: Example total energy drifts over time for MD simulation of the
O2 dimer. Normal, bounded oscillations are shown for both the HO and LO
oscillations at h = 0.3. Additionally, a case of irregular oscillations is shown
for comparison in the LO scheme with h = 0.4.
Plotting the absolute magnitude of these oscillations as a fraction of the
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total kinetic energy oscillations for various grid spacings, see Fig. 3.2, provides
further proof of the strength of the HO scheme. For every grid spacing value
where regular oscillations were measured, the fractional size of the oscillations
was smaller for the HO implementation. Using 10% as an upper limit on the
maximum energy deviation the HO scheme was able to surpass this mark at
h = 0.3 where the LO scheme requires h = 0.2.
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Figure 3.2: Magnitude of total energy oscillations as a fraction of kinetic energy
oscillations for the O2 dimer.
Performing a similar analysis for benzene, C6H6, demonstrates the
strength of the HO scheme for larger and more complex molecules. For these
molecular dynamics computations, we intentionally excited a limited number
of longitudinal modes of the molecule to simplify normal mode analyis. Energy
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drift over time is shown in Fig. 3.3 with h = 0.3, the value for which we see the
most benefit from the HO integration. This case shows substantial reductions
in the magnitude of energy drift for the HO approach compared to the LO.
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Figure 3.3: Total energy evolution of C6H6 over time for both high-order (HO)
and low-order (LO) algorithms at a grid spacing of h = 0.3 a.u.
As an additional test of our algorithms, we consider the convergence of
the oscillation period, τ , of the O2 dimer. (Fig. 3.4) In this case one observes
clearly that the HO method converges faster than the LO method, reaching
essentially stable values at h = 0.3 instead of the still unconverged values for
the LO method at h = 0.2. That is, the dynamic values of the LO integration
method remain highly variable on grid spacing up to very fine values, whereas
molecular dynamics using the HO method are consistent up to a larger grid
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spacing. It is also worth noting that while this converged frequency is signifi-
cantly lower (20%) than the ideal harmonic frequency computed for the same
molecule, this is easily explained by the anharmonicity of the high amplitude
initial conditions.
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Figure 3.4: Oscillation period for O2 as a function of grid spacing, h, for both
HO and LO methods.
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